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Chapter  1
Introduction
IN ORDER TO REDRESS the effects of poverty and reverse the stubborn trend of
FEVDBUJPOBMVOEFSBDIJFWFNFOUJO4PVUI"GSJDB UIFSJHIUGPVOEBUJPOTGPSMFBSOJOHNVTUCFMBJE
JOUIFQFSJPECFGPSFDIJMESFOCFHJOGPSNBMTDIPPMJOH)JTUPSJDBMMZ UIFQVSQPTFBOEJNQPSUBODF
of mathematics learning in the early years has not been properly understood or valued in
South Africa. This is in part because there is not a general understanding of how mathematical
JEFBTBOETLJMMTBSFEFWFMPQFECFUXFFOCJSUIBOEàWFZFBST OPSPGIPXCFTUUPBQQSPBDIUIF
teaching and learning of key concepts and competencies during this period.
5IJTSFQPSUTFFLTUPàMMUIBUHBQ CZQSPWJEJOHCPUIBDPODFQUVBMPWFSWJFXBOEQSBDUJDBM
framework for early mathematics development. It is aimed at all those involved in the Early
$IJMEIPPE%FWFMPQNFOU &$% TQIFSFBOEXJMMCFBVTFGVMSFTPVSDFGPS&$%QSBDUJUJPOFST 
USBJOFSTBOEQMBOOFST BTXFMMBTQBSFOUT DBSFSTBOEIPNFWJTJUPST
*OUIFQFSJPECFGPSFUIFZCFHJOTDIPPM XIJDIJTàWFUVSOJOHTJYZFBSTPGBHFJO4PVUI"GSJDB 
DIJMESFOBSFJOBWBSJFUZPGFBSMZZFBSTTFUUJOHT.PTUBSFDBSFEGPSEVSJOHUIFEBZJOUIFIPNF 
with a minority of these children benefiting from visits from community workers such as
home visitors. Some children attend preschools or crèches while their parents work; while still
others participate in community-based ECD services such as playgroups or parent groups.
3FDFOUEBUB1 suggests that only around one in five birth to four-year-olds from lower income
groups access formal ECD programmes in South Africa. Access to structured learning
opportunities is particularly important for three- and four-year-olds in order to build school
SFBEJOFTT CVUPOMZBCPVUIBMGPGUIJTBHFHSPVQBUUFOEBO&$%DFOUSF
Centre-based ECD provision varies a great deal in quality. Some centres are registered
but many are not; and even those that are do not always have well-trained staff or use
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programmes that give adequate attention to early learning development. Although early
NBUIFNBUJDTJTDPWFSFEJOUIF/BUJPOBM&BSMZ-FBSOJOHBOE%FWFMPQNFOU4UBOEBSET /&-%4 
JOQSBDUJDFJUJTPGUFOUBVHIU JGBUBMM UISPVHIBTFSJFTPGEJTDPOOFDUFEBDUJWJUJFTUIBUEPOPU
constitute a systematic introduction to basic mathematical ideas. The problem is exacerbated
by a shortage of appropriate learning programmes and teaching resources that would enable
&$%QSBDUJUJPOFSTUPUSBOTMBUF/&-%4JOUPTVDDFTTGVMDMBTTSPPNTUSBUFHJFT*OBEEJUJPO UIF
training curriculum for ECD qualifications does not give adequate attention to or specific
content on early mathematics development.

The  challenge
It is well known that South African children are underperforming significantly in language and
mathematics.2 A high percentage of learners are failing to achieve even the minimum expected
standards in these core subjects. International data indicate that even when compared with
MPXJODPNFDPVOUSJFTJO"GSJDB 4PVUI"GSJDBDPNQBSFTQPPSMZPOUFTUTPGNBUIFNBUJDT3 The
reasons for this are complex and rooted in factors that go well beyond the classroom and that
affect children’s development and wellbeing from birth.
"TUSPOHGPDVTPODSJUJDBMJTTVFTBSPVOEQSFTDIPPMBDDFTTBOEBUUFOEBODF BTXFMMBT
JOGSBTUSVDUVSFBOETDIPPMNBOBHFNFOUJO4PVUI"GSJDB IBTNFBOUUIBUUIFGVOEBNFOUBM
questions about what and how children are learning have sometimes been neglected. As a
SFTVMU UIFSFIBTCFFOGSVTUSBUJOHMZTMPXQSPHSFTTJOJNQSPWJOHFEVDBUJPOBMPVUDPNFTBOEJO
narrowing the achievement gap between children from different backgrounds.
Inequalities in educational achievement are ‘locked in’ from the earliest years of schooling
BTNBOZDIJMESFOFOUFS(SBEF3BMSFBEZCFIJOE IBWJOHNJTTFEPVUPODSVDJBMMFBSOJOHBOE
development opportunities in the early years. The teaching and support that these children
SFDFJWFJOGPSNBMTDIPPMJTCZEFàOJUJPODPNQFOTBUPSZGSPNUIFPVUTFU QMBDJOHBOFWFOHSFBUFS
strain on overburdened teachers and scarce resources. The result is that children from more
affluent backgrounds who attend well-resourced schools see their relative advantage extend
UISPVHIUIFJSTDIPPMDBSFFST XIJMFDIJMESFOGSPNMPXJODPNFCBDLHSPVOETXIPBUUFOEQPPSMZ
resourced schools fall further and further behind.
:PVOHQFPQMFXIPMFBWFTDIPPMVOBCMFUPBQQMZCBTJDNBUIFNBUJDTLOPXMFEHFUPQSBDUJDBM
tasks are at a severe disadvantage in the job marketplace. Many employers require basic
OVNFSBDZTLJMMTJOUIFTBNFXBZUIBUUIFZSFRVJSFCBTJDMJUFSBDZTLJMMT TPZPVOHQFPQMFMBDLJOH
competence in core mathematical areas are likely to find it harder to access a range of career
QBUIT.PSFPWFS FWFSZPOFSFRVJSFTTPNFEFHSFFPGNBUIFNBUJDBMDPNQFUFODFUPEFBM
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TVDDFTTGVMMZXJUIUIFFWFSZEBZEFNBOETPGMJGF8IFUIFSJUJTQBZJOHBCJMM XPSLJOHPVUUIF
IPVTFIPMECVEHFUPSDPNQBSJOHMPBOPSJOTVSBODFQMBOT MPXMFWFMTPGNBUIFNBUJDTDPOàEFODF
and skills can increase economic vulnerability.
It is clear therefore that if we are to give all children a better chance of fulfilling their academic
QPUFOUJBMJONBUIFNBUJDT BOEUIFSFGPSFUIFJSGVMMQPUFOUJBMBTBEVMUT UIFGPDVTNVTUCSPBEFO
UPJODMVEFNBUIFNBUJDTEFWFMPQNFOUJOUIFZFBSTCFGPSFTDIPPM$SVDJBMMZ XFNVTUFOTVSF
that ECD practitioners have the knowledge and skills to support young children’s learning of
mathematics.

The  evidence
"OVNCFSPGTUVEJFTIBWFTIPXOUIBUDIJMESFOTNBUIFNBUJDT SFBEJOHBOEBUUFOUJPOTLJMMT
when they start school are all linked to higher levels of academic performance in later grades.4
Children from low-income households who can recite and count to 20 in preschool have the
highest mathematics scores in Grade One. 5&WFONPSFTJHOJàDBOUMZ TPNFTUVEJFT6 suggest that
FBSMZNBUIFNBUJDTTLJMMT TVDIBTDPVOUJOH OVNCFSLOPXMFEHF FTUJNBUJPOBOENFBTVSFNFOU 
BSFUIFTUSPOHFTUQSFEJDUPSPGMBUFSPWFSBMMBDBEFNJDBDIJFWFNFOU NPSFTPUIBOFBSMZSFBEJOH
and attention skills. This supports the wisdom of quality mathematics teaching and learning in
the years between birth and five.
Certain types of early years experiences also seem to have a positive influence on the
development of children’s language and mathematics skills and on later educational outcomes.
5IFMBSHFTDBMF&GGFDUJWF1SPWJTJPOPG1SF4DIPPM&EVDBUJPO &11& QSPKFDUJOUIF6,
GPVOEUIBUBUUFOEJOHQSFTDIPPMTVQQPSUTUIFJOUFMMFDUVBMEFWFMPQNFOUPGBMMDIJMESFO CVU
UIBUJOPSEFSGPSBDBEFNJDCFOFàUTUPMBTUGPSDIJMESFOGSPNMPXJODPNFCBDLHSPVOET JUJT
necessary that the preschool is high quality. The study found that attending a more effective
QSFTDIPPM XIFSFFBSMZOVNCFSDPODFQUTXFSFJOUSPEVDFE IBEBTJHOJàDBOUQPTJUJWFJNQBDUPO
mathematics attainment at ages six and ten. An even stronger link was found between a child’s
home learning environment and their attainment in reading and mathematics at ages six and
ten years – and the ability to deliver an effective home learning environment was not found to
depend on parents’ qualifications.7
8FBMTPLOPXNPSFBCPVUUIFEJGGFSFOUBTQFDUTPGTVDDFTTGVMFBSMZNBUIFNBUJDTEFWFMPQNFOU 
SBOHJOHGSPNUIFXBZZPVOHDIJMESFOMFBSOBOEBDRVJSFNBUIFNBUJDTTLJMMTBOELOPXMFEHF 
to the methods that teachers employ to teach mathematics in the classroom; and from the
role of parents to the effectiveness of various early mathematics programmes and curricula.
This research has led to a better understanding and appreciation of early mathematics
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concept development and has enabled a wealth of materials and guidance to be produced on
evidence-based early mathematics teaching and learning.

What  do  we  mean  by  mathematics?
Most people associate mathematics primarily with arithmetic – numbers and calculations.
The terms ‘numeracy’ and ‘mathematics’ are often used interchangeably but the term
NBUIFNBUJDTTIPVMECFVTFEUPEFTDSJCFUIFCSPBETVCKFDUBSFBPGNBUIFNBUJDTDPODFQUT 
TLJMMTBOEBQQMJDBUJPOT/VNFSBDZSFGFSTUPUIFFWFSZEBZVTFTPGNBUIFNBUJDT BOEJODMVEFT
UIFBCJMJUZUPSFBTPOBOEUPBQQMZTJNQMFOVNFSJDBMDPODFQUT TVDIBTBEEJUJPOBOETVCUSBDUJPO
A person with adequate numeracy skills can manage and respond to the everyday mathematical
EFNBOETPGMJGFJOPUIFSXPSET OVNFSBDZJTBOFTTFOUJBMMJGFTLJMMJOUIFTBNFXBZUIBUSFBEJOH
and writing are.
#BCJFTTUBSUUPNBLFTFOTFPGUIFXPSMEJONBUIFNBUJDBMXBZTGSPNCJSUI SFDPHOJTJOHUIF
difference between small numbers of objects and identifying familiar shapes and patterns
in the environment around them. Toddlers and young children continue to develop early
NBUIFNBUJDTDPODFQUTJOUIFFBSMZZFBST UISPVHIGPSJOTUBODF PSEFSJOH NBUDIJOHBOE
DMBTTJGZJOHPCKFDUT BOEEFWFMPQJOHBOEVTJOHJEFBTBCPVUTIBQF TQBDF UJNFBOENFBTVSFNFOU
Although these concepts might not seem mathematical they are important emerging
NBUIFNBUJDBMJOTJHIUTGPSUIFHSPXJOHDIJME*OBEEJUJPO NBUIFNBUJDTQSPWJEFTBQPXFSGVM
means for organising insights and ideas about the world in systematic ways that include
EFTDSJCJOHBOESFQSFTFOUJOHRVBOUJUJFT DPMMFDUJOHJOGPSNBUJPOBOEQSPCMFNTPMWJOH
Mathematics becomes most real and comprehensible for young learners when it develops
out of everyday situations and experiences. Mathematical learning can be found and conveyed
UISPVHINBOZIPNFBOEDMBTTSPPNBDUJWJUJFT BOEGBDJMJUBUFECZUFBDIFST QBSFOUTBOEDBSFST
JOTJNQMFXBZT*OBMMFBSMZZFBSTTFUUJOHT JODMVEJOHUIFIPNF DIJMESFODBOCFIFMQFEUPMFBSO
BCPVUNBUIFNBUJDTUISPVHIQMBZ GPSJOTUBODF XJUICMPDLT TBOEBOEXBUFS TIBSFETUPSZCPPL
SFBEJOH QSFUFOEPSNBLFCFMJFWFHBNFT BTXFMMBTUISPVHIUIFJSQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOFWFSZEBZ
SPVUJOFTBOETJUVBUJPOT TVDIBTHPJOHTIPQQJOHPSTIBSJOHTXFFUT$IJMESFODBOBMTPNBLF
DPOOFDUJPOTCFUXFFONBUIFNBUJDTBOENVTJDBMFYQFSJFODFT MJLFSIZUINBOELFFQJOHUJNF 
BOEBSU XIFOUIFZFYQMPSFWJTVBMQBUUFSOTPSTZNNFUSZ
Structured mathematics learning for young children should therefore extend far beyond
DPVOUJOHBOEOVNCFSDPODFQUT BOEBMTPJODMVEFJOUSPEVDJOHDIJMESFOUPUIFDPODFQUBSFBT
TVDIBTOVNCFS QBUUFSOT TQBDF TIBQF NFBTVSFNFOUBOEEBUBIBOEMJOH BOETQFDJBMJTFE
MBOHVBHF XIJDIUIFZXJMMSFRVJSFGPSTVDDFTTGVMNBUIFNBUJDTMFBSOJOHGSPN(SBEF3POXBSET
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Language  and  mathematics
Language is both the cornerstone and mediator of early mathematics learning. At the simplest
MFWFM DIJMESFOSFRVJSFTQFDJàDTQFDJBMJTFEUFSNJOPMPHZUPVOEFSTUBOEBOEVTFLFZNBUIFNBUJDT
DPODFQUT&TTFOUJBMWPDBCVMBSZJODMVEFTUIFXPSETUPEFTDSJCFRVBOUJUJFT DBMDVMBUJPOT ABEE 
AUBLFBXBZ TIBQF TJ[F NFBTVSFNFOU AMPOH AGVMM AIFBWZ BOEQPTJUJPOJOTQBDF AVOEFS 
ACFGPSF ACFUXFFO :PVOHDIJMESFOBMTPSFRVJSFDPNQBSBUJWFMBOHVBHF ANPSF ATIPSUFS 
ATBNF UPFOBCMFUIFNUPTPSU DPNQBSFBOESFBTPO-FBSOJOHUIFTFDPODFQUTBOEWPDBCVMBSZ
depends on a degree of informal teaching by preschool teachers and parents.
)PXFWFS UIFJNQPSUBODFPGMBOHVBHFGPSNBUIFNBUJDTFYUFOETGBSCFZPOEUIJT"SJDI
GPVOEBUJPOPGHFOFSBMWPDBCVMBSZBOEHSBNNBSBSFSFRVJSFEGPSDPNQSFIFOTJPO UIJOLJOH
BOESFBTPOJOHTLJMMT BTXFMMBTGPSEFTDSJCJOH KVTUJGZJOHBOESFQSFTFOUJOHmJOPUIFSXPSET 
GPSUIFBQQMJDBUJPOPGNBUIFNBUJDT'PSJOTUBODF DIJMESFOOFFEUIFMBOHVBHFPGQSFEJDUJPO
AQPTTJCMF ANBZIBQQFO UIFMBOHVBHFPGBTTFTTNFOU AIPX AXIFO AXIZ UIFMBOHVBHFPG
FYQMBOBUJPO A*UIPVHIUUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUDMVFXBTw BOEPGWFSJàDBUJPO ADIFDL ABOTXFS 
‘correct’). Children also need to be able to follow and comment on an adult’s or another
child’s line of reasoning and to formulate questions. To encourage this kind of general language
EFWFMPQNFOU DIJMESFOOFFEQMFOUZPGPQQPSUVOJUJFTUPJOUFSBDUBOEDPNNVOJDBUFXJUIBEVMUT 
and to talk about their ideas and reasoning.
.BUIFNBUJDTJTBMBOHVBHFPGTZNCPMT TPDIJMESFOBMTPOFFEUPTUBSUUPMFBSOBOEVTFUIF
TZNCPMT GPSFYBNQMF    UIBUDPOWFZNBUIFNBUJDBMJEFBT5ISPVHIESBXJOHBOEFBSMZ
writing children begin to understand that written signs and symbols represent words and things.
*OBMMUIFTFXBZT CPUIMBOHVBHFBOENBUIFNBUJDTBSFBCPVUDPOWFZJOHUIFNFBOJOHPGJEFBT
and therefore depend on and promote each other – as children explore mathematics and
FYUFOEUIFJSUIJOLJOH TPUIFJSMBOHVBHFXJMMHSPX'JHVSFESBXTPOUIFDPODFQUVBMGSBNFXPSL
GPSUIF6,TA4UBUVUPSZ'SBNFXPSLGPSUIF&BSMZ:FBST'PVOEBUJPO4UBHFBOEBDDPNQBOZJOH
HVJEBODF UPJMMVTUSBUFUIBUXJUIPVUDPNQFUFODFJOMBOHVBHF MJTUFOJOH VOEFSTUBOEJOH TQFBLJOH 
children will be unable to fulfil their potential in the spheres of both literacy and mathematics. 8
%VSJOHUIFFBSMZZFBST SFTFBSDITVHHFTUTUIBUDIJMESFOTIPVMECFFODPVSBHFEUPVTFUIFJS
home language as much as possible and that this fosters both overall linguistic ability and
DPHOJUJWFEFWFMPQNFOU)PXFWFS XFLOPXUIBUJO4PVUI"GSJDB NBOZDIJMESFOBSFJO
FBSMZZFBSTTFUUJOHTXIFSFUIFZBSFMFBSOJOHJOBTFDPOEMBOHVBHF*OUIFTFDJSDVNTUBODFT 
mathematics learning can be a valuable tool for promoting general language development in
QBSUJDVMBSGPSTFDPOEMBOHVBHFMFBSOFST UISPVHIUIFUZQFTPGJOUFSBDUJPOTJUFODPVSBHFTBOE
the opportunities it creates for children to discuss their reasoning and share ideas.9
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Figure 1:
The essential role of language in early learning
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The following chapters examine mathematics development in more detail and provide
practical ideas and suggestions for the teaching and learning of early mathematics. In Chapter
Two we consider the range of ways in which young children learn. We then look at what
DPOTUJUVUFTANBUIFNBUJDTJOUIFFBSMZZFBSTJO$IBQUFS5ISFF BOEFYQMPSFUIFEJGGFSFOU
learning strands. Chapter Four sets out the learning highlights and possible activities for the
EJGGFSFOUBHFHSPVQT1SBDUJDBMFYBNQMFTBSFVTFEUISPVHIPVU UPCSJOHUPMJGFUIFDPODFQUTBOE
methods being explained.
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Chapter  2
How  young  children  
develop  and  learn
CHILDREN LEARN IN MANYEJGGFSFOUXBZTBOEBUEJGGFSFOUSBUFT)PXFWFS UIFSF
are certain characteristics of effective learning that apply to all children and that all ECD
practitioners and parents need to be familiar with. These ways of learning can be promoted
as much through everyday contexts and routines as they can through specialised learning
BDUJWJUJFT5IFZBQQMZUPBMMTVCKFDUBSFBT BOECFMPXXFHJWFTQFDJàDFYBNQMFTUIBUBSF
relevant to mathematics.

Trusting  relationships
Early learning takes place most effectively in the context of a
trusting adult-child relationship where children feel safe and
secure. Developing supportive and dependable relationships
will help children learn effectively every bit as much as having
UIFSJHIUSFTPVSDFT"TTVDI JUJTJNQPSUBOUUIBUDIJMESFO
feel that their contributions and questions will be valued and
engaged with respectfully. This helps to give children the
confidence to explore new ideas and to express themselves
with the support and encouragement of parents and carers
as they share their learning experiences.
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IN PRACTICE…
Create a safe and enabling environment where children can engage in risk-free exploration.
Pay attention to whatever the child is paying attention to and be prepared to follow the
child’s lead.
4IPXUIBUZPVWBMVFXIBUUIFZIBWFDIPTFOUPEPCZQSBJTJOHUIFJSFGGPSUT BOTXFSJOH
their questions and not being critical.

Being  curious  and  exploring
#BCJFTBOEZPVOHDIJMESFOBSFOBUVSBMMZDVSJPVT BOEVTFBMMUIFJSTFOTFTUPFYQMPSFBOEMFBSO
about the world. Children have a natural ability to concentrate when they are interested in
something and the richest learning moments are often those initiated by a child. Babies may
use gestures and simple sounds to indicate interest and engage an adult in their exploration of
their immediate environment. Adults can foster learning by following a child’s interest and then
extending and elaborating on the focus of interest in order to sustain the engagement and
thinking. Careful use of questions and prompts will also help extend children’s natural curiosity.

IN PRACTICE…
Provide opportunities for children to explore mathematics concepts by connecting
mathematical ideas to their play and routines and the activities they most enjoy.
0GGFSOFXNBUIFNBUJDBMMBOHVBHFUISPVHIDPNNFOUTMJLF “If you take another two
balls out of the bag, you will have four altogether.”
Use questions and suggestions to help them reflect on what they are discovering and
to consider the next step: “I wonder whether the car is too big to fit inside the box?”
&ODPVSBHFDIJMESFOTAXIBU  AJG  AXIZ  AIPX RVFTUJPOT BOEIFMQUIFNUPXPSLPVU
answers for themselves.
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Learning  through  doing
:PVOHDIJMESFOMFBSOCZQMBZJOHBOEEPJOH BOECZCFJOHFYQPTFEUPTJUVBUJPOTJOXIJDIOFX
concepts and ideas are made real and meaningful by linking them to everyday experiences.
"TXJUIBEVMUT DIJMESFOBCTPSCNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOXIFOUIFZBSFJOWPMWFEJOIBOETPO
BDUJWJUJFT QBSUJDVMBSMZJGUIFZBSFGVOBOEMJOLFEUPUIFDIJMETOBUVSBMJOUFSFTUT5IJTUZQFPG
learning is enabled by helping children to make connections between what they already know
and something new that they are exposed to.
Children love to be involved in ‘grown-up’ activities like tidying up or
QSFQBSJOHBNFBM BOEUIFTFDBOQSPWJEFGSVJUGVMMFBSOJOHPQQPSUVOJUJFT
for adults to introduce mathematical ideas. This kind of guided
participation gives children the chance to be apprentices as they
MFBSOOFXTLJMMT BOEUPTFFIPXUIFJSFNFSHJOHLOPXMFEHFDBOCF
applied to everyday tasks and situations.
Imitation is another way of learning by doing. It is not the
TBNFBTDPQZJOH CVUBXBZJOXIJDIDIJMESFOPCTFSWF 
process and then reconstruct an event. Many learning situations are created when young
children seek to imitate older children or adults.

IN PRACTICE…
*ODMVEFDIJMESFOJOBDUJWJUJFTUIBUJOWPMWFOVNCFSTEVSJOHEBJMZUBTLT'PSJOTUBODF MFU
UIFNIFMQXJUIDPVOUJOHJUFNTXIFOTIPQQJOH XFJHIJOHJOHSFEJFOUTGPSDPPLJOH BOE
sorting and matching the washing.
"MMPXDIJMESFOUPOPUJDFBOEDPSSFDUNJTUBLFTUIFNTFMWFT BOEUBMLBCPVUXIBUUIFZBSF
thinking and doing.
One example is the regular task of laying the table for a meal:
Mom asks, “Please help me finish setting the table for dinner. Have I put out enough plates?
Let’s count them. Right there are six plates. Do we need any more?” Child says the name
of each member of the family and counts on his fingers. He says, “Yes, Granny doesn’t have
a plate!” Mom says, “We need to get a plate for Granny. Can you set out enough cups
for everyone? How many cups did you put out? Do you have the same number of cups as
plates? Let’s count them.”
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Talking,  listening  and  questioning
8IJMFMBOHVBHFVOEFSQJOTBMMMFBSOJOH TQFDJàDDPNNVOJDBUJPOTLJMMTBOEUZQFTPGJOUFSBDUJPOMJF
BUUIFIFBSUPGUIFMFBSOJOHQSPDFTT$IJMESFOOFFEUPLOPXIPXUPCFQBSUPGBDPOWFSTBUJPO 
to listen to what has been said and to respond to and build on it. These skills will help them to
XPSLXJUIPUIFSTUPDIFDLUIFNFBOJOHTPGDPODFQUT TPMWFQSPCMFNT BOEQMBOBOEFWBMVBUF
activities. The more children are encouraged to be part of a conversation and to articulate
UIFJSRVFTUJPOTBOEJEFBT UIFRVJDLFSUIFJSMBOHVBHFBOEUIJOLJOHTLJMMTXJMMHSPXBOEGBDJMJUBUF
new learning. Extending children’s comments through giving them the words to express their
UIJOLJOHBOEJEFBT JOEJDBUJOHJOUFSFTU BTLJOHRVFTUJPOTBOEHJWJOHDPOTUSVDUJWFGFFECBDLDBO
help to achieve this kind of confidence in thinking and communicating.

IN PRACTICE…
Provide abundant opportunities for children to talk about what they have done and to
explain why they did it.
-JTUFOSFTQFDUGVMMZ GPSFYBNQMFCZTIPXJOHJOUFSFTUJOUIFJSFYQMBOBUJPOTBOEJEFBT BOE
being at the child’s level and making eye-contact.
6TFBSBOHFPGRVFTUJPOT JODMVEJOHPQFOFOEFERVFTUJPOT UPFYUFOEBOEDPOTPMJEBUF
DIJMESFOTUIJOLJOHBOEUPQSPNPUFUIFVTFPGOVNCFSMBOHVBHF DPNQBSJTPOBOE
FTUJNBUJOH'PSFYBNQMF “You have made lots of snakes. Which do you think is the longest?
How can we check?”
-PPLGPSPQQPSUVOJUJFT TVDIBTHBNFTBOESBDFT UPNPEFMUIFMBOHVBHFPGOVNCFST 
quantity and measurement through simple extension.
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Playing
Children’s play provides rich opportunities for learning. Play can mean many things: physical
activities outdoors; imitating adult activities and routines in games; playing with sand or water;
pretend play and make-believe with friends or alone; and structured games such as snakes and
ladders or dominoes. All these activities can be facilitated by creating a safe environment in
XIJDIDIJMESFOBSFFODPVSBHFEUPUBLFUIFMFBEBOEUPDPPQFSBUFXJUIFBDIPUIFS BOEXIFSF
adults are prepared to participate in children’s choices and imaginings. Simple resources can
IFMQUPTUJNVMBUFEJGGFSFOULJOETPGQMBZ NBOZPGXIJDIDBOCFIPNFNBEF

Pretend play is particularly important as it involves the use of objects to stand for or represent
PUIFSPCKFDUT BOEJTUIFSFGPSFBWJUBMàSTUTUFQUPXBSETVOEFSTUBOEJOHUIBUUIJOHTDBOTUBOE
GPSPUIFSUIJOHT TZNCPMJDSFQSFTFOUBUJPO BOEUPXBSETBCTUSBDUUIPVHIU'SPNQMBZ DIJMESFO
start representing things in drawings and begin to understand the link between written
TZNCPMTBOEBDUVBMUIJOHTmTVDIBT UIFTZNCPMATUBOETGPSàWFPCKFDUT

IN PRACTICE…
+PJOJOBOETIBSFBDUJWJUJFTXJUIDIJMESFOBTUIFZQMBZ UBMLUPUIFNBOEUIJOLBMPVE
8IFOZPVQBSUJDJQBUFJOBDIJMETHBNF UBMLBCPVUXIBUZPVBSFEPJOH “I filled three
cups with water, one, two, three, and now I’ve filled one more, so there are four.”
/PUJDFIPXDIJMESFOUBMLBCPVUUIFJSJEFBTBCPVUDPVOUJOH DPNCJOJOHBOETIBSJOHEVSJOH
UIFJSTFMGJOJUJBUFEQMBZ BOESFQFBUUIFJSàOEJOHTCBDLUPUIFN GPSFYBNQMF“You counted
out five red beads and then counted out five blue beads. Let’s count how many beads you
have. That’s right ten beads.”
)FMQDIJMESFOUPEFWFMPQTZNCPMJDUIJOLJOHUISPVHIQSFUFOEQMBZ CZTVHHFTUJOHIPXPOF
UIJOHNJHIUSFQSFTFOUBOPUIFSmGPSFYBNQMF DIBJSTJOBSPXCFDPNJOHBUSBJO
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Stories  and  books
4UPSZUFMMJOHBOECPPLTQSFTFOUNBOZBOEWBSJFEMFBSOJOHPQQPSUVOJUJFT JODMVEJOHUIF
acquisition of new language. Shared storybook reading and telling stories provide occasions
GPSDIJMESFOUPEJTDVTTJEFBT DPODFQUTBOEQSFEJDUJPOT8JEFSMFBSOJOHDBOCFJOUSPEVDFEJOUP
TUPSZCPPLT GPSFYBNQMF CZFODPVSBHJOHDIJMESFOUPDPVOUPCKFDUTPOUIFQBHFPSUPVTF
spatial language (“The goats went over the bridge.” 5ISPVHITUPSZUFMMJOH DIJMESFOBMTPMFBSO
about sequencing information in order to describe events in a logical way.

IN PRACTICE…
8IFUIFSBUIPNFPSJOBGPSNBM&$%TFUUJOH TFFLUPDSFBUFBOFOWJSPONFOUSJDIJO
storytelling.
Look for opportunities in shared storybook reading to explore and explain new
mathematics concepts.
*GZPVEPOPUIBWFBDDFTTUPTUPSZCPPLT NBLFUJNFFWFSZEBZUPUFMMSFBMBOENBLF
believe stories and encourage children to do the same.

Songs,  rhymes  and  movement
4POHTBOESIZNFTBSFBGVOXBZPGJOUSPEVDJOHBOESFJOGPSDJOHNBUIFNBUJDBMDPODFQUT GPS
JOTUBODF UISPVHIDPVOUJOHTPOHTBOEOVNCFSSIZNFT'PSNBOZDIJMESFO QBSUJDVMBSMZUIPTF
MFBSOJOHJOUIFJSTFDPOEMBOHVBHF TJOHJOHJTBOFOKPZBCMFBOEOPOUISFBUFOJOHXBZPGMFBSOJOH
language. Songs and rhymes also give children opportunities to hear patterns and repeated
sequences in the music and rhythm.
Children use their own bodies to orientate themselves in space and learn about their world.
Movement and dance are therefore useful ways for children to learn about position and
EJSFDUJPO BTXFMMBTSFQFBUFEQBUUFSOT
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IN PRACTICE…
Use number rhymes and songs that focus on counting and calculating.
Give children opportunities to ‘act out’ the rhymes and physically move – as toys in
a bed or frogs on a log. “If there are ten children in the bed and one falls out, how many
are left?”
"TLDIJMESFOUPDMBQBNVTJDBMQBUUFSOPSBSIZUIN%SVNT NBSJNCBTBOEPUIFS
instruments can also be used.
*OWJUFDIJMESFOUPSFQSFTFOUQBUUFSOTJONPWFNFOUKVNQKVNQDMBQ KVNQKVNQDMBQ 
jump-jump-clap-clap.

Problem-solving
:PVOHDIJMESFOTOBUVSBMDVSJPTJUZFODPVSBHFTUIFNUPTFFLPVUTPMVUJPOTGPSQSPCMFNTUIBU
they encounter in their day-to-day experiences. When problems arise from contexts that are
QFSTPOBMMZNFBOJOHGVMBOESFMFWBOUUPBDIJME UIFJSJOUFSFTUJTTQBSLFEBOEUIFZBSFMJLFMZUP
CFIJHIMZNPUJWBUFE QFSTJTUJOHJOUIFJSFORVJSJFTUISPVHISFBTPOJOHBOEFYQFSJNFOUBUJPO"T
BEVMUTBTTJTUDIJMESFOUPNBLFQSFEJDUJPOT USZEJGGFSFOUTUSBUFHJFTBOEPCTFSWFBOEFWBMVBUF
PVUDPNFT DIJMESFOHBUIFSJOGPSNBUJPOBOEEFWFMPQOFXVOEFSTUBOEJOH
Much of young children’s problem-solving is based on trial and error. It is therefore important
UIBUUIFZBSFOPUTDBSFEPGNBLJOHNJTUBLFT UIBUFBSMZMFBSOJOHBUUFNQUTBSFOPUDPOUJOVBMMZ
DPSSFDUFE BOEUIBUFGGPSUBOEQFSTJTUFODFBSFDFMFCSBUFE4PNFDIJMESFOCFDPNFFBTJMZ
frustrated and do not develop the ability to persevere and sustain problem-solving. Adults
DBOTVQQPSUUIJTQSPDFTTCZATDBGGPMEJOHPSIFMQJOHDIJMESFOUPUIJOLBCPVUDBVTFBOEFGGFDU 
eliminate unsuccessful strategies and use the knowledge they have already gleaned to lead
them to a solution. Children become better and more confident problem-solvers through
MFBSOJOHUPSFáFDUPOTJNJMBSTJUVBUJPOTXIFSFQSPCMFNTXFSFTPMWFE UPHFOFSBMJTFTUSBUFHJFT
used and adapt these to the new situation.
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IN PRACTICE…
Observe when a child is grappling with a problem and give them the space to express
UIFNTFMWFTBOEUPBTLGPSIFMQJGUIFZOFFEJU*GOFDFTTBSZ QSPNQUUIFDIJMEUPFYQMBJO
what the problem is and what they think they should do to solve it.
"GàSNDIJMESFOTFGGPSUTBOEUIFQSPDFTTSBUIFSUIBOUIFPVUDPNF BOEIFMQUIFNUP
identify and value the learning in ‘unsuccessful’ outcomes as well as in successful ones.
Encourage children to experience an activity as one of shared exploration where a
QSPCMFNJTTPMWFEUPHFUIFS SBUIFSUIBOPOFXIFSFUIFBEVMUIPMETUIFSJHIUBOTXFS 
which the child must discover.
#FTQFDJàDJOZPVSQSBJTF FTQFDJBMMZOPUJOHQFSTJTUFODF DPODFOUSBUJPO USZJOHOFX
approaches and responding to learning.
"WPJEDPSSFDUJOHFWFSZNJTUBLF TVDIBTXIFOBDIJMENJTTFTPVUBOVNCFSXIFO
DPVOUJOH PSHFUTUIFNJOUIFXSPOHPSEFSmJUJTNPSFJNQPSUBOUBUUIJTFBSMZTUBHF
that they enjoy the activity.
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Repeating
Children need and enjoy repetition of activities. They are happy to hear the same story or to
QMBZUIFTBNFHBNFPWFSBOEPWFS3FQFUJUJPOIFMQTUPSFJOGPSDFMFBSOJOHCFGPSFBOBDUJWJUZJT
extended to encompass new ideas. It also helps children to generalise by repeatedly testing
an idea in a way that builds evidence for a solution. When children play the same game a few
UJNFT UIFZEFWFMPQUIFDPOàEFODFUPUSZOFXTUSBUFHJFTBOEUBLFUIFJSVOEFSTUBOEJOHUPOFX
levels. It is important therefore to providing sufficient time for exploring and for maintaining
LFZJEFBT BOEEFWPUJOHFOPVHIUJNFUPFBDIBDUJWJUZUPBMMPXGPSSFQFUJUJPO

IN PRACTICE…
3FUFMMTUPSJFTUPQSPWJEFPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSDIJMESFOUPQSBDUJDFVTJOHUIFJSOFX
mathematical vocabulary. This is particularly important for children learning in a
second language.
"TDIJMESFOCFDPNFNPSFGBNJMJBSXJUIBTUPSZ BMMPXUIFNUPQBSUJDJQBUFJOUIF
re-telling and to experiment with the new language.
Be patient as children seek to repeat activities and games and resist trying to
hurry them on to something new.
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Chapter  3    
Mathematics    
concept  strands
CHILDREN’S UNDERSTANDING OF mathematical concepts and ideas increases
significantly in the years before school. Everyday situations and the ideas they share with
BEVMUTBCPVUUIFTFFYQFSJFODFTGPSNUIFCBTJTPGNVDIPGUIJTMFBSOJOH'PSFYBNQMF DIJMESFO
CFHJOUPSFQSFTFOUOVNCFSTBOENBUIFNBUJDBMJEFBTEVSJOHEBJMZSPVUJOFT VTJOHPCKFDUT 
JOQMBZ BOECZESBXJOHBOEXSJUJOHTZNCPMT"TFBSMZBTBHFUISFF DIJMESFODBOIPMEVQ
àOHFSTUPJOEJDBUFBRVBOUJUZ BOESFQFBUBTFSJFTPGOVNCFST TVDIBT“one, two, three, six,
ten.”"MUIPVHIUIFZBSFOPUBMXBZTBDDVSBUF UIJTJTUIFCBTJTPGNBUIFNBUJDBMCFIBWJPVS
and exploration. Parents and carers often stress numbers and use counting as part of their
FWFSZEBZJOUFSBDUJPOXJUICBCJFT FWFOGSPNUIFJSàSTUEBZT
%VSJOHUIJTQFSJPE DIJMESFOBSFCVJMEJOHJNQPSUBOUGPVOEBUJPOTGPSTDIPPMNBUIFNBUJDT
'PSJOTUBODF UIFZXJMMTUBSUUPSFDPHOJTFBOEOBNFTIBQFTUIBUIBWFEJGGFSFOUTJ[FTBOE
PSJFOUBUJPOT BOEUPVTFEJSFDUJPOBMXPSETTVDIBTAVQ APWFS AGPSXBSE"TUIFZDPNQBSF
UPZTBOEPCKFDUT DIJMESFOXJMMEFWFMPQMBOHVBHFBOEDPODFQUTPGTJ[FBOENFBTVSFNFOU
:PVOHDIJMESFOTBCJMJUZUPTPMWFEJGGFSFOULJOETPGQSPCMFNT UPTPSUBOEDMBTTJGZBOEUP
make predictions will also become increasingly developed.
In this section we offer a broad overview of the mathematical knowledge strands that
BSFBQQSPQSJBUFGPSDIJMESFOBHFECFUXFFOCJSUIBOEàWFZFBST BOEQSFTFOUTPNFPGUIF
foundational ideas that build on them. These ideas are important preparation for school
mathematics and link to the five content areas presented in the Foundation Phase Curriculum
BOE"TTFTTNFOU1PMJDZ4UBUFNFOU $"14 10 which are shown in the diagram below.
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Figure 2:
Early mathematics concept strands

N UMB ERS

Names of different
numbers; counting;
relationships between
numbers; relative
size of numbers;
calculations

DATA  
CO L L ECTIO N

PATTERNS

3FDPHOJTJOHBOE
describing patterns and
relationships; copying
and extending patterns

1SFQBSJOH DPMMFDUJOH 
TPSUJOH DMBTTJGZJOH
and representing
information and data
CHILD AT HOME
AND PRESCHOOL:
ALL DAY,
EVERY DAY

M EASUREM ENT

Informal and
standard
measurement of
properties of shapes
and objects;
comparing size and
quantities

SHAPE    &   SPA CE

Properties and
relationships;
orientation
and position;
transformations of
shapes (2-D) and
objects (3-D)

Although these strands of mathematics reflect particular areas of development as presented in
UIF4PVUI"GSJDBOTDIPPMDVSSJDVMVN UIFZBSFDMPTFMZMJOLFEBOEPGUFOPWFSMBQEVSJOHBDUJWJUJFT
Each of the five strands is considered in more detail below.
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Numbers
"TDIJMESFOFODPVOUFSOVNCFSTJOUIFJSFWFSZEBZTVSSPVOEJOHT UIFZCFHJOUPEJTDPWFSUIBU
numbers can be used differently in different situations. In this way children are learning
EJGGFSFOUNFBOJOHTBOEVTFTGPSOVNCFS'PSFYBNQMF UIFOVNCFSàWFDBOCF
r BNBHOJUVEF PSAIPXNVDIiI have five sweets.”
r an order number: “She is the fifth person in the row.”
r a measure number: “He is five years old.”
r a label number: “We live at number five.”
r BDBMDVMBUJPOOVNCFS 
/VNCFSTHJWFVTTQFDJàD EFUBJMFEJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUDPMMFDUJPOTBOERVBOUJUJFT BOE
communicate how many things there are or how much of something there is. Numbers are
abstract concepts – they are not objects themselves but describe something about other
PCKFDUT+VTUBTUIFXPSEAHSFFOEFTDSJCFTUIFDPMPVSPGBOBQQMF TPUIFOVNCFSATJYNJHIU
describe the number of apples in a collection.

Counting
$PVOUJOHJTBDPNQMFYTLJMMUIBUOFFETBMPUPGQSBDUJDF BOEEFWFMPQTJODPOUFYUTXIFSF
children count real objects. Often this development starts with imitating the counting of older
children and adults. Initially young children do not fully understand the meaning of the words
and might skip numbers in a counting sequence.
3FDJUJOHBSIZNFPSTFSJFTPGOVNCFSTPSBMMZNFBOTSFQFBUJOHUIFOVNCFSTGSPNNFNPSZ
This is different to counting to find out ‘how much.’ To count ‘how many’ children need to
realise that each object in a collection gets a number name (“one, two, three, four…”) and
that you count each object only once.
With lots of practice children begin to understand that counting involves the following aspects:
r .BUDIJOHPOF BOEPOMZPOF DPVOUJOHXPSEUPFBDIPCKFDUJOUIFDPMMFDUJPOCFJOHDPVOUFE
(one-to-one correspondence).
r 3FQFBUJOHUIFDPVOUJOHTFRVFODFBOEOVNCFSXPSETJOUIFDPSSFDUPSEFS
r That the last number word they say when counting a collection of objects stands for the
total of the whole collection (cardinal principle).
r That we can use a number to indicate a position of something in an order or sequence:
AàSTU ATFDPOE AUIJSEw PSEJOBMQSJODJQMF 
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Recognising a small collection of objects without counting
People have the remarkable ability to recognise the number of items in small collections
of between two and five objects immediately without counting them. This ability is called
‘subitising’ and can be encouraged by playing with dice and dominoes. Children love to play
HBNFTUIBUJOWPMWFRVJDLMZTIPXJOHBTNBMMOVNCFSPGPCKFDUTBOEIJEJOHUIFN UIFONBLJOH
them pop up again and asking how many there were.

Estimating
Counting is not limited to finding the exact number of a collection. Children also need
to develop estimation skills so that they can say ‘about how many’ objects there are in a
DPMMFDUJPO BOEVTFUFSNTTVDIBTABMPU AGFX ANPSFPSAUPPNBOZ5IJTMBZTUIFGPVOEBUJPO
GPSFTUJNBUJPOTLJMMT BOEBMTPQSPWJEFTBOPQQPSUVOJUZGPSDIJMESFOUPVTFDPVOUJOHTLJMMTUP
find the actual number in or specific differences between collections.

IN PRACTICE…
.ST&SBTNVTCSJOHTBKBSPGTXFFUTUPIFSQMBZHSPVQ%VSJOHNPSOJOHDJSDMFUJNF 
she shows the children the jar of sweets. She asks the children to guess how many
TXFFUTBSFJOUIFKBS 5IFDIJMESFOHVFTTEJGGFSFOUBNPVOUT/P[VLPTBZTUFO 
.BSJFTBZTFJHIUBOE.PIBNNBETBZT5IFO UPHFUIFSUIFZDPVOUUIFTXFFUT
one by one. There are 20 sweets. They discuss whether there are enough for
everyone to have a sweet. Some children say yes and others say no. After lunch
each child takes a sweet from the jar. They then discuss the fact that there are
20 children and 20 sweets so everyone has one – except Mrs Erasmus! They agree
that they will need one more sweet or 21 sweets for everyone to have one.
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Calculating
Through calculating children learn how to operate with numbers. When children are involved
in counting activities they will begin to compare collections of objects. They might line up
the objects or set them out in such a way that they can compare and count them in order
to determine which group has more or less. Through these experiences they will develop an
understanding of equivalence and non-equivalence.

5ISPVHIBDUJWJUJFTBOEFYQFSJFODFTUIBUJOWPMWFCSFBLJOHVQ BEEJOHUPBOEDPNQBSJOH
collections children begin to develop the concepts of combining (adding) and taking away
(subtraction). Children are also exposed to addition and subtraction during their everyday
HBNFTBOEBDUJWJUJFT GPSFYBNQMFXIFOUIFZQMBZATIPQTUPHFUIFSPSIBWFUPTIBSFUPZT'PS
TVCUSBDUJPODIJMESFOOFFEUPUBLFQBSUJOQSBDUJDBMBDUJWJUJFTUIBUJOWPMWFAUBLJOHBXBZ JOPUIFS
XPSET àOEJOHIPXNBOZBSFMFGUJOBDPMMFDUJPOPGPCKFDUTXIFOTPNFIBWFCFFOSFNPWFE
Initially children will use counting-based strategies to solve problems involving addition or
TVCUSBDUJPOmGPSFYBNQMF DPVOUJOHBMMUIFPCKFDUTJOUXPDPMMFDUJPOTUPSFBDIBUPUBMBNPVOU
XIFOUIFUXPDPMMFDUJPOTBSFDPNCJOFE PSDPVOUJOHIPXNBOZDPJOTBSFMFGUXIFOTPNFIBWF
been given away.
.VMUJQMJDBUJPO EJWJTJPOBOEGSBDUJPOTBSFSBSFMZFYQMJDJUJOFBSMZZFBSTNBUIFNBUJDT CVUDIJMESFO
PGUFOQBSUJDJQBUFJOBDUJWJUJFTUIBUJOWPMWFUIFTFDPODFQUTmGPSFYBNQMF XIFOTIBSJOHTFWFO
BQQMFTCFUXFFOUISFFQFPQMF UIFZXJMMEJTDPWFSUIBUFBDIQFSTPOHFUTUXPBQQMFTBOEUIFSF
JTPOFMFGUPWFS3FQFBUFEBEEJUJPO DPNCJOJOH BOESFQFBUFETVCUSBDUJPO UBLJOHBXBZ BSF
ways in which to help children understand the concept of multiplication and division. This also
IFMQTUPFTUBCMJTISFMBUJPOTIJQT UISPVHIFYQFSJFODF CFUXFFOBEEJUJPOBOENVMUJQMJDBUJPOBOE
TVCUSBDUJPOBOEEJWJTJPO XIJDIOFFEUPCFVOEFSTUPPEMBUFSPOBUTDIPPM
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Representing numbers
Children begin to represent numbers
by showing their fingers and then
HSBEVBMMZTUBSUUPVTFPUIFSNFUIPET 
such as pictures or symbols. Their first
recordings of numbers and calculations
might involve mark-making or simple pictorial
representations of what they have done using
actual objects. Children move from representing each
of the physical objects in a collection to using counters or
NBSLFSTUIBUTUBOEJOQMBDFPGUIFSFBMPCKFDUT'PSFYBNQMF GPSBOBEEJUJPOQSPCMFN 
children might record the outcome when two groups of objects are combined into one group
by using counters or drawing the solution. This leads to the next level of understanding in
XIJDIDIJMESFOVTFTZNCPMTUPSFQSFTFOUOVNCFST5PBTTJTUUIJTQSPDFTT DIJMESFOTIPVMECF
encouraged to talk and write about their work in their own ways.

Pattern
Mathematics involves the study of patterns and relationships. Understanding and working with
patterns lays essential groundwork for algebra and is therefore a vital element of early years
mathematics. As children try to make sense of and understand the rules that govern their
XPSMEUIFZFODPVOUFSQBUUFSOTFWFSZXIFSFJOQFPQMFTCFIBWJPVSJODZDMFT UJNFBOESPVUJOFT
in nature; in music and art; and in their built environment. And of course children will notice
numerical patterns in sequences of numbers.
:PVOHDIJMESFOUFOEUPGPDVTPOUIFDPMPVSBOEBUUSBDUJWFOFTTPGB
QJDUVSFPSPCKFDU BOEXJMMEFTDSJCFJUBTIBWJOHBAQSFUUZQBUUFSO
This is not a mathematical description – in order for it to be a
mathematical pattern it must have some aspect of repetition
PSTZNNFUSZ GPSJOTUBODFBTFRVFODFPGTIBQFT DPMPVSTPS
numbers repeated in the same order. Children can use
PCKFDUTUPSFQSFTFOUBOENPEFMQBUUFSOT CVUUIFZTIPVME
also be encouraged to draw their patterns and use
EJGGFSFOUDPMPVSTBOETIBQFT BOEUPUBMLBCPVU
the way the pattern is repeated.
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IN PRACTICE…
5PIFMQDIJMESFOSFDPHOJTFUIFQBUUFSOSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOOVNCFST DSFBUFBQBJOUFE
number track outside or use number lines at home or in the classroom.
"TLRVFTUJPOTUIBUESBXDIJMESFOTBUUFOUJPOUPUIFTFRVFODFPGOVNCFST BOEIPXUIFZ
BSFQMBDFEJOSFMBUJPOUPFBDIPUIFS'PSFYBNQMF BTLDIJMESFOUPKVNQGSPNPOFUPUXP
ask them how many steps or jumps they took and which number comes next; ask them
how many steps they will need to get to four.
1SPWJEFPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSDIJMESFOUPPCTFSWF EFTDSJCFBOEEJTDVTTQBUUFSOT VTJOHUIF
following activities:
r string beads of alternating colours
r draw or paint striped designs
r use blocks of different shapes and sizes to create repeating sequences
r clap rhythms when saying words
r ask children to repeat a pattern of physical movements

Symmetry is a form of pattern and also links closely with the strand of shape and space.
$IJMESFODBOCFIFMQFEUPOPUJDFTZNNFUSJDBMQBUUFSOTBMMBSPVOEUIFN JOOBUVSF JOCVJMEJOHT 
JOQBJOUJOHTBOEPCKFDUT*OUIFFBSMZZFBST TZNNFUSZJTFBTJFTUVOEFSTUPPEBTASFáFDUJPO
PSANJSSPS$IJMESFODBOFYQMPSFUIJTDPODFQUCZDVUUJOHTIBQFTBOEQJDUVSFTJOIBMG PSCZ
ESBXJOHBQJDUVSFPOPOFIBMGPGBQJFDFPGQBQFSVTJOHXBYDSBZPOT UIFOGPMEJOHUIFQBQFS
and rubbing the area behind their drawing and seeing the exact copy of what they have drawn
reproduced on the other half of the page.
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Shape  and  space
:PVOHDIJMESFOPSJFOUBUFUIFNTFMWFTJOTQBDFPOUIFCBTJTPGUIFJSPXOCPEJFT5IFZCFHJO
UPFYQMPSFUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOUIFNTFMWFTBOEPCKFDUT BOEMBUFSCFUXFFOPCKFDUT
BOEPUIFSQFPQMF#BCJFTSFBDIBOEHSBTQPCKFDUTJODMPTFQSPYJNJUZ BOEUIFOHSBEVBMMZ
start to move around exploring their environment using all their senses. They explore the
DPOTFRVFODFTPGQVTIJOH QVMMJOH SPMMJOHPSUVSOJOHEJGGFSFOUPCKFDUTBTUIFZQMBZXJUIUIFN 
and in so doing develop a sense of themselves in relation to the objects around them. At
UIFTBNFUJNF UIFZMFBSOUIFMJNJUBUJPOTPGUIFJSPXOQIZTJDBMNPWFNFOUBTUIFZDMJNCPWFS
BOEVOEFSDIBJST JOUPCPYFT IJEFCFIJOEUSFFTPSMPPLEPXOGSPNTUFQT"TUIFZQBSUJDJQBUF
JOQIZTJDBMHBNFTBOEBDUJWJUJFT TVDIBTUSFBTVSFIVOUTBOENB[FTPSTJNQMZDMJNCJOHJOUP
CFE XJUIUIFIFMQPGBEVMUT DIJMESFOEFWFMPQUIFWPDBCVMBSZUPEFTDSJCFTQBDF QPTJUJPOBOE
EJSFDUJPO TVDIBT ABCPWF AJOGSPOUPG ACFUXFFO BOEACBDLXBSET
%VSJOHQMBZ DIJMESFOXJMMBMTPPCTFSWFUIFTIBQFTPGFWFSZEBZPCKFDUTBOEUPZTBOECFHJOUP
DMBTTJGZUIFNCZ GPSJOTUBODF QVUUJOHBMMUIFMFBWFTJOBCPYPSTFQBSBUJOHUIFCBMMTGSPNUIF
blocks. This kind of classification shows that children are learning to discern physical differences
between objects. Children will recognise symmetrical and regular shapes and patterns more
easily than irregular ones. A shape is regular if all the sides are the same length. These two
TIBQFTBSFCPUIUSJBOHMFT CVUPOMZPOFJTSFHVMBS
Children will often only recognise the first shape as
BUSJBOHMFCFDBVTFUIFUISFFTJEFTBSFFRVBMMFOHUI 
in other words regular. The other triangle is irregular
because the sides are not all the same length.
Children live in a world of objects that have a physical form that is three-dimensional (3-D)
and often irregular. It is therefore important to talk about these types of
shapes as well as regular two-dimensional (2-D) shapes such as circles
and squares. Initially children are able to distinguish between shapes
based on their ability to use visual matching. Gradually young children’s
understanding of shapes expands and they begin to recognise
DIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPSTJNQMFQSPQFSUJFTPGTIBQFT TVDIBTIPX
many sides they have. Children can be helped to explore the
QSPQFSUJFTPGBXJEFSBOHFPGSFHVMBSBOEJSSFHVMBSTIBQFT 
through talking about differences and sorting shapes
BDDPSEJOHUPUIFJSQSPQFSUJFTmGPSFYBNQMF UIF
OVNCFSPGTJEFTPSDPSOFSTBTIBQFIBT PSXIFUIFS
the shape can roll or slide.
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Measurement
%VSJOHUIFDPVSTFPGUIFJSEBJMZBDUJWJUJFTBOEDPOWFSTBUJPOTDIJMESFOFODPVOUFSNFBTVSFNFOU 
BTUIFZDPNQBSFTJ[FBOEFYQMPSFMFOHUI XFJHIU WPMVNFBOEUIFQBTTJOHPGUJNF$PODFQUVBM
understanding of different measures develops gradually and grows out of children’s day-to-day
experiences. With friends they might take the biggest piece of bread or compare height or
find out who has the smallest foot or who has made the tallest tower. They may measure out
JOHSFEJFOUTGPSDPPLJOH QPVSXBUFSPSTBOEGSPNBKVHUPTFFIPXNBOZDVQTDBOCFàMMFE PS
compare how heavy a bag of sugar and a box of oranges are.
Measurement is an important aspect of mathematics and has strong links with the other
TUSBOET.FBTVSFNFOUJTBCPVUNBLJOHDPNQBSJTPOT BCPVUEFUFSNJOJOHUIFTJ[FPSBNPVOUPG
TPNFUIJOHCZDPNQBSJOHJUXJUIBOPCKFDUPGLOPXOTJ[F GPSFYBNQMF IBOETPSBQFODJM PS
a standard unit of measure (such as a centimetre or litre). Measurement in the early years is
informal and usually involves estimating and comparing non-standard forms of measurement.
Children should be encouraged to do their own measuring so that they can deepen their
understanding of the different types of measurements.
In the real world we use our skill of estimation far more than we use measuring tools. When
babies move around and explore their environment they estimate the distance and space
CFUXFFOPCKFDUT MJLFGVSOJUVSF"TDIJMESFOHSPXUIFZXJMMVTFFTUJNBUJPOTLJMMTUPFTUJNBUFUIF
amount of water to pour into a glass so as not to overflow or spill the water. Good estimation
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TLJMMTSFRVJSFBMPUPGQSJPSFYQFSJFODFBOEQSBDUJDFJOEJGGFSFOUTJUVBUJPOT&WFOUVBMMZ DIJMESFO
will need to learn how to use measuring tools and learn to measure as accurately as possible.
*NQPSUBOUMZ NFBTVSFNFOUSFRVJSFTUIFVTFPGBOPCKFDUPSVOJUUPNFBTVSFBOEJOWPMWFT
VTJOHOVNCFSTBOEBQQMZJOHOVNCFSPQFSBUJPOTJOSFBMTJUVBUJPOT5IFGPDVTJOUIFFBSMZZFBST 
IPXFWFS JTPOEFWFMPQJOHUIFDPODFQUTPGNFBTVSFNFOUBOEVTJOHBQQSPQSJBUFMBOHVBHFUP
compare and describe measuring in children’s everyday lives.
Measurement is linked to a key concept in early childhood development called ‘conservation.’11
Children who cannot conserve will think that a straight line is longer than a wavy line of the
TBNFMFOHUIPSUIBUBUBMMFSDPOUBJOFSIPMETNPSFXBUFS XIJMFPUIFSTXJMMTBZUIBUUIFGBUUFS
POFIPMETNPSFXBUFS FWFOJGUIFZIBWFTFFOUIFTBNFBNPVOUPGXBUFSQPVSFEJOUPCPUI
containers.
Time is an aspect of measurement that is particularly difficult for young children to
understand. This is partly because adults do not always use the language of time accurately.
'PSFYBNQMF BDIJMENBZIFBSBOBEVMUTBZ“I will be there in a minute,” but then take much
MPOHFSUIBOUIBU:PVOHDIJMESFOSFTQPOEJOUIFNPNFOUBOEUIFSFGPSFSFDBMMJOHQBTUFWFOUT
in order or predicting future experiences is more difficult for them. Children need to become
familiar with the language of time so that they can talk about the order in which a sequence of
FWFOUTPDDVST GPSFYBNQMF ACFGPSF AZFTUFSEBZ AMBUFS5JNFJTBMTPBOPUIFSXBZPGNFBTVSJOH
NPWFNFOU TPDIJMESFOOFFEUPCFDPNFGBNJMJBSXJUIDPODFQUTMJLFAGBTU ARVJDL BOEATMPX
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IN PRACTICE…
Length
r 1SPWJEFDIJMESFOXJUIPQQPSUVOJUJFTUPTPSUPCKFDUTBDDPSEJOHUPMFOHUIBOEIFJHIU 
to make comparisons and describe what they have found.
r ,FZWPDBCVMBSZJODMVEFTAMPOH ATIPSU AUBMM AUIJO AUIJDL AOBSSPXBOEAXJEF
r *UJTIFMQGVMGPSDIJMESFOUPCFBCMFUPESBXBOEQBJOUUIFJSVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFTF
concepts and then use these as the basis for discussion. This will encourage children
 UPNBLFNPSFBDDVSBUFPCTFSWBUJPOT FWFOJGUIFZBSFOPUZFUBCMFUPSFQSFTFOUUIFTF
Weight
r -FUDIJMESFOVTFUIFJSIBOETUPFTUJNBUFBOEDPNQBSFXIFUIFSPCKFDUTBSFIFBWZ
or light.
r $SFBUFPDDBTJPOTGPSDIJMESFOUPVTFCBMBODFTDBMFTBOEFYQFSJNFOUXJUIXFJHIU
 PGEJGGFSFOUPCKFDUTBOETVCTUBODFT UISPVHIGPSNBMBDUJWJUJFTBOEUISPVHIHBNFT
like playing ‘shops.’
r *OUSPEVDFBDUJWJUJFTUIBUIFMQDIJMESFOUPEJTDPWFSUIBUUIFTJ[FPGBOPCKFDUJTOPU
 EJSFDUMZSFMBUFEUPJUTXFJHIU BOEUIBUOPUBMMIFBWZPCKFDUTTJOLPSMJHIUPCKFDUTáPBU
Volume
r $IJMESFOVTFUIFDPODFQUTPGFNQUZBOEGVMMXIFOUIFZBSFàMMJOHPSFNQUZJOH
 DPOUBJOFST QBDLJOHBXBZUPZTJOUPCPYFTBOEFWFOXIFOUIFZBSFFBUJOHUIFJSGPPE
r )FMQDIJMESFOUPàMMDPOUBJOFSTXJUIEJGGFSFOUTVCTUBODFTBOEDPNQBSFUIFJSDBQBDJUZ
 CZVTJOHUIFMBOHVBHFPGWPMVNF'PSFYBNQMF “How many cups of water do we need
to fill the jug? Why do we need fewer milk cartons of water to fill the jug?”
Time
r 5FMMTUPSJFTUIBUJOWPMWFTFRVFODJOHFWFOUTBOEUBMLBCPVUSPVUJOFTBUIPNFBOE
preschool and what happens at different times of the day and night.
r )FMQDIJMESFOUPMFBSOUIFOBNFTPGTPNFVOJUTPGUJNF TVDIBTNJOVUFTBOEIPVST 
and the names of the days of the week.
r *OUSPEVDFDIJMESFOUPBDMPDLBTBXBZPGNFBTVSJOHBOEUFMMJOHUIFUJNF
r 3FMBUFOPUJPOTPGUJNFUPPUIFSNFBTVSFNFOUT GPSJOTUBODF “The heavy stone falls
quicker than the light feather.”
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Data  collection
%BUBDPMMFDUJPOJOWPMWFTDPMMFDUJOH TPSUJOH SFDPSEJOH JOUFSQSFUJOHBOEQSFTFOUJOHJOGPSNBUJPO
Children constantly go about their daily activities sorting and classifying objects around them in
EJGGFSFOUXBZT5IFZQVUUPZTJOUPHSPVQTPGEJGGFSFOUDPMPVSTBOETJ[FT UIFZQBDLBOEVOQBDL
IPVTFIPMEJUFNT TPSUJOHUIFNJOUPQJMFTPGEJGGFSFOUTIBQFTBOEVTFT(SBEVBMMZDIJMESFOBSF
able to classify according to different features or criteria and are able to give reasons for why
they grouped objects in a certain way and consider other ways of organising their information.
"TDIJMESFOFYQMPSFBOEUBMLBCPVUIPXUIFZBSFHBUIFSJOH PSHBOJTJOHBOETPSUJOHAUIJOHT
BSPVOEUIFN UIFZEFWFMPQUIFTFDMBTTJàDBUJPOTLJMMT
*OUIFFBSMZZFBST DIJMESFODBOCFBTTJTUFEUPNBLFUIF
collection of data or information purposeful to help them
BDIJFWFBHPBM BOTXFSBRVFTUJPOPSTPMWFBQSPCMFN5IFSF
are some helpful considerations that can guide young
children’s data collection:12
r SFDPHOJTJOHUIFTIBSFEBUUSJCVUFTPG
PCKFDUT MJLFDPMPVS TJ[FBOETIBQF
r DPNQBSJOHNPSFUIBOPOFPCKFDU
r NBUDIJOHUXPPSNPSFPCKFDUT
r SFQSFTFOUJOHBOEJOUFSQSFUJOHEJTDPWFSFEEBUB
using pictures

IN PRACTICE…
Ask a group of children whether they prefer cats or dogs. Draw a dog and a cat on
a large sheet of paper and let each child make a mark in evenly spaced boxes next to
the one that they prefer. Pose questions to the children about the ‘pictograph’ that
they have created: “Do more of you like cats or dogs? Which is the favourite animal?
How do we know?”
This activity can be made more complex by exploring questions with a greater
SBOHFPGBOTXFST TVDIBTDIJMESFOTGBWPVSJUFGPPET5IJTNJHIUJOWPMWFJOUSPEVDJOHBO
FYUSBTUBHFGPSDIJMESFOUPDBUFHPSJTFUIFJOGPSNBUJPO GPSJOTUBODF GSVJUT WFHFUBCMFT 
NFBUT TXFFUUIJOHT 
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Chapter  Four
Learning  highlights  
and  examples
The table below provides practical examples of the development of the mathematics strands
in the previous chapter. It indicates what the ‘learning highlights’ might be of children in
different age groups and suggests ways in which adults can support development and learning.
It is important to note that although children progress through a generally predictable
EFWFMPQNFOUBMQBUIXBZ FBDIDIJMEJTVOJRVFBOEUIFZNBZOPUQSPDFFEUISPVHIUIFTFTUBHFT
in the same way or at the same time. Each child’s development is greatly influenced by
factors in their environment and their personal experiences. The information about ‘learning
highlights’ should therefore not be used as a checklist or treated as necessary steps. The age
boundaries overlap because they indicate a typical rather than a fixed range of development.
*OQSBDUJDF QBSFOUTBOEUFBDIFSTTIPVMECFSFTQPOTJWFUPUIFQBDFBOEQSFGFSFODFTGPS
learning of each individual child.
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18-36 months
(1½ years to 3 years)

Birth-22 months
(birth to almost
2 years)

Numbers

r Starts to understand the words ‘one’ and ‘two’ and may hold
up two fingers to show you.
r Tries to recite number words in sequence but may get
numbers out of order.
r Is aware that two is more than one and one is less than two –
the beginning of understanding addition and subtraction.
r 'PMMPXTTJNQMFEJSFDUJPOTJOWPMWJOHOVNCFST FHitake two
biscuits” or “pick one.”
r 6TFTTJ[FUFSNT MJLFATBNFBOEANPSF UPNBLFDPNQBSJTPOT
in games and everyday activities.

r Starts to use number words even though they do not
understand what they stand for.
r Begins to understand concepts such as ‘more’ and ‘enough.’

The child
Learning highlights

r 4JOHOVNCFSTPOHTBOESIZNFTUPHFUIFS GSPNBSBOHF
PGDVMUVSFTBOEMBOHVBHFTmJODMVEFBDUJPOT DMBQQJOHBOE
marching.
r Encourage children’s counting efforts without correcting them –
UISPVHISFQFUJUJPO UIFZXJMMMFBSOUIFDPSSFDUPSEFS
r Create opportunities for counting – “One apple for Sam, one
for Zinzi and one for Dad, we need three” – or letting children
count and hand out the cups during snack time.
r 6TFFTUJNBUJOHUFSNTTVDIBTABCPVU AOFBSMZ ANBOZ ATBNF 
‘a few’ during daily activities.
r Play games which relate to number order such as hopscotch.
r $PVOUUPHFUIFSXIFOSFBEJOHCPPLT QPJOUJOHUPQFPQMF 
animals or objects on the page.
r Introduce words such as ‘first’ and ‘last.’

r 4JOHTPOHTUIBUSIZNF SFQFBU PSIBWFOVNCFSTJOUIFN FH
“One, Two, Buckle My Shoe” or “Two little dickie birds.”
r 6TFOVNCFSTJODJEFOUBMMZEVSJOHEBJMZSPVUJOFT TVDIBTHFUUJOH
dressed (“two shoes and two socks”) or during play time
(“teddy has two eyes and one nose”).

The adult
Examples of ways to provide support
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30-48 months
(2½ years to 4 years)

Numbers

r Counts up to ten or more.
r ,OPXTUIBUFBDIOVNCFSSFGFSTUPBOJUFNJOBTFUBOE
starts to use some number names accurately and to count in
meaningful ways in play and daily activities.
r Counts to compare small quantities.
r Can separate a set into two equal groups.
r Begins to recognise some written numerals.

The child
Learning highlights

r 5SZBCBDLXBSETDPVOUJOHTPOH MJLF “Five in the bed and the
little one said roll over.”
r $PVOUSFBMUIJOHT TVDIBTDPVOUJOHEPXOPOUIFDBMFOEBSUIF
number of days or weeks until a child’s birthday.
r Provide many opportunities to develop one-to-one
DPSSFTQPOEFODF FHVTJOHFHHCPYFTBOEQMBZEPVHIFHHT 
QVUPOFFHHJOFBDITQBDFBOEVTFRVFTUJPOTTVDIBT “How
many more eggs do you need to fill your egg box?”
r Give children real reasons for counting such as handing out
paper and crayons for each child in their group.
r 1MBZHBNFTXIJDISFMBUFUPTVCUSBDUJPOBOEBEEJUJPO TVDIBT
skittles.
r 1PJOUPVUOVNCFSTBSPVOEZPV TVDIBTIPVTFOVNCFST DBS
OVNCFSQMBUFT QSJDFTJOTIPQTPSOVNCFSTPODPJOT

The adult
Examples of ways to provide support
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42-60+ months
(3½ years to
5+ years)

Numbers

r 8IFODPVOUJOHJUFNTJOBDPMMFDUJPO MBCFMTFBDIPCKFDUXJUI
just one number word to determine the total (one-to-one
DPSSFTQPOEFODF VQUPJUFNT
r ,OPXTUIBUUIFMBTUOVNCFSUIFZTBZAJOUIFDPVOUSFQSFTFOUT
UIFUPUBMOVNCFSPGPCKFDUT XJUIPVUOFFEJOHUPTUBSU
counting the objects all over again.
r ,OPXTXIBUOVNCFSDPNFTBGUFSBHJWFOOVNCFSJOB
sequence up to ten.
r (JWFOUXPOVNCFSTCFUXFFOPOFBOEUFO DBOUFMMXIJDIPG
the two is larger.
r Can recognise small quantities of up to three or four objects
BUBHMBODFXJUIPVUDPVOUJOH GPSFYBNQMF SFDPHOJTJOHUIF
number patterns on dice.
r Can add and subtract using numbers up to four.
r Can share objects equally between more than two groups.
r 6TFTXPSETAàSTU ATFDPOE FUDUPJOEJDBUFUIFQPTJUJPOPG
something in a sequence.
r 3FDPHOJTFTXSJUUFOOVNFSBMTUP
r 4UBSUTUPVTFGPSNBMDPNQBSBUJWFUFSNTTVDIBTAGFXFS 
‘greater than’ and ‘equal to.’

The child
Learning highlights

r Use opportunities to compare and add the number of items
JODPMMFDUJPOTPGPCKFDUT FH“Let’s count how many blocks you
have in your tower? Let’s county how many Molly has. Now let’s
count all the blocks (both yours and Molly’s) to see how many we
have.”
r Display and read interesting and varied books about numbers.
r 1MBZTJNQMFCPBSEHBNFT EJDFHBNFTBOEEPNJOPFT VTJOH
large dice with bold number patterns to start with.
r Encourage games that include counting money such as a
pretend shop.
r Encourage children to think about logical answers to simple
QSPCMFNTPSRVFTUJPOT FH“I wonder how many sweets will be
left if I give two to Gina? What do you think?”
r Play games that encourage children to look for numbers in
UIFJSFWFSZEBZFOWJSPONFOU TVDIBTPOOVNCFSQMBUFT JO
shops and on money.
r Make number lines available and show children how to use
them and incorporate them into their games.
r (JWFDIJMESFOPQQPSUVOJUJFTUPQSBDUJTFFTUJNBUJOH FHEVSJOH
XBUFSQMBZBTL “How many cups of water will it take to fill the
small jug. Let’s check to see? Look at this big jug, will it take more
cups of water to fill it? Let’s check to see.”
r 1MBZHVFTTJOHHBNFTTVDIBT “How many oranges do you think
are in the basket?”

The adult
Examples of ways to provide support
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r 0CTFSWFT IFBSTBOEGFFMTNBOZEJGGFSFOUQBUUFSOT TFFT
TIBQFTBOETIBEPXT IFBSTBSFQFUJUJWFMVMMBCZ GFFMTUIF
rhythm of people walking or dancing when they are carried).
r Shows a preference for patterns with large elements to start
XJUI UIFOFOKPZTJODSFBTJOHMZDPNQMFYQBUUFSOT
r #FHJOTUPXPSLPVUUIBUUIFSFJTBOPSEFSUPUIFJSEBZT GPS
JOTUBODF UIFZHPUPCFEXIFOJUJTEBSL

r #FDPNFTNPSFBXBSFPGQBUUFSOTBSPVOEUIFN CPUINBO
made and natural.
r #FDPNFTGBNJMJBSXJUIQBUUFSOTJOUIFJSSPVUJOF FHUIBUOJHIU
and day follow a continuous cycle.
r $BOEFTDSJCFBTJNQMFTFRVFODFPGFWFOUT TVDIBTUIFTUFQT
they follow in getting ready in the morning: “First we wake up,
then we wash, then we get dressed, then we have breakfast.”

18-36 months
(1½ years to 3 years)

Pattern

Birth-22 months
(birth to almost
2 years)

The child
Learning highlights

r Draw children’s attention to daily rhythms such as day and
OJHIU NPSOJOHSPVUJOFPSNFBMUJNFT
r Encourage children to notice different patterns around them
FJUIFSNBONBEF TVDIBTUJMFTPOBSPPG PSJOOBUVSF TVDIBT
TQPUTPOBMBEZCVH BOEIPXUIFZBSFTJNJMBSBOEEJGGFSFOU
r Collect pictures that show the use of patterns from a variety
of cultures such as Arabic rug designs or shwe-shwe fabric.

r Introduce routines to help babies develop a sense of the
PSEFSPGUIJOHT BOEUPBOUJDJQBUFUIFQBUUFSOPGUIFJSEBZ
r 1MBZHBNFTJOWPMWJOHTJNQMFQBUUFSOTVTJOHUIFJSCPEJFT FH
“clap hands, touch knees, clap hands, touch knees, clap, clap,
clap.”
r Listen to and sing songs and rhymes with repetition.
r Point out and touch bold patterns in the house and outside
e.g. stripes on the curtain or footprints in the sand.

The adult
Examples of ways to provide support
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r Creates patterns with objects and art materials.
r *EFOUJàFT DPQJFTBOEFYUFOETTJNQMFWJTVBMQBUUFSOTUIBU
SFQFBU JODMVEJOHDPMPVSBOETIBQF
r Begins to understand the pattern (sequence) of numbers.
r Can follow and make their own sound patterns either with
their body or with different instruments.
r Understands the idea of symmetry as ‘reflection’ or ‘mirror.’

r *TJODSFBTJOHMZBXBSFPGNPSFDPNQMFYQBUUFSOTJOOBUVSF FH
detailed leaf or flower patterns and animal life cycles.
r 6TFTXPSETMJLFATUSJQFE ADIFDLFEUPEFTDSJCFQBUUFSOT
r Understands and uses the concept of symmetry.
r Matches their body movements to the rhythm and mood
of music.
r Describes patterns of events and makes logical connections
and generalisations.

42-60+ months
(3½ years to
5+ years)

Pattern

30-48 months
(2½ years to 4 years)

The child
Learning highlights

r Build on children’s natural ability to recognise number
QBUUFSOT*ODMVEFDPVOUJOHJOUXPT “Let’s count all the legs in
the room – two, four, six, eight, ten.”
r Encourage children to collect and notice patterns around
UIFN FHUSBDJOHDPNQMFYMFBGQBUUFSOTPSSFDPSEJOHUIFDZDMF
of caterpillars transforming into butterflies.
r )FMQDIJMESFOUPDSFBUFTZNNFUSJDBMBSUXPSLBOENPEFMTBOE
discuss what makes them symmetrical.
r Provide music and props for children to move creatively in
plenty of space and suggest new patterns of movement.
r Notice when children make predictions and generalisations
and ask them to describe their reasoning.

r Give children opportunities to draw patterns or create them
with a variety of objects.
r 4IPXDIJMESFOTJNQMFQBUUFSOTmTVDIBTTIFMMTUPOF TIFMM
TUPOFSFEZFMMPXCMVF SFEZFMMPXCMVFPSDJSDMFTRVBSF 
circle-square – and ask them what comes next.
r Ask children questions about the sequence of numbers and
how they are placed in relation to each other – use number
lines/ tracks that children can move along.
r Make your own musical instruments to play simple tunes on and
help children to follow the patterns of notes and rhythms.
r )FMQDIJMESFOUPOPUJDFTZNNFUSJDBMQBUUFSOTBSPVOEUIFN 
and to explore symmetry by cutting shapes and pictures in
half.

The adult
Examples of ways to provide support
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r 6OEFSTUBOETUIBUXIFOBOPCKFDUJTIJEEFOGSPNWJFX JUDBO
still exist and searches for things that are out of sight.
r &YQMPSFTBOETPMWFTTQBUJBMQSPCMFNTCZNPWJOHPWFS BSPVOE
or under objects.
r Enjoys filling and emptying containers.
r Can do simple insert puzzles when the puzzle pieces show
whole objects or simple shapes.

r Identifies different shapes by sorting them and starts to name
some shapes.
r Stacks a set of rings on a peg by size.
r 1VUTUPHFUIFSTJNQMFQV[[MFT XIFSFFBDIQJFDFGPSNTQBSUPG
UIFXIPMF TUBSUJOHXJUIUXPBOEUISFFQJFDFQV[[MFT
r Stacks objects to make a tower and uses blocks to get a
sense of how objects can be ordered in a row – vertically or
horizontally.
r Becomes familiar with concepts such as ‘on top’ and
‘underneath’ or ‘in’ and ‘out’ through everyday activities and
play.

Birth-22 months
(birth to almost
2 years)

18-36 months
(1½ years to 3 years)

Shape and Space

The child
Learning highlights

r 1SPWJEFPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSDIJMESFOUPQMBZXJUITIBQFT SJOHT
and pegs either using toys or everyday objects.
r Point out shapes encountered during activities and in the
environment (e.g. on traffic signs or during meals) and talk
about how the shapes differ.
r Cut out shapes together and use them to create a picture.
r Provide opportunities for doing puzzles in a supportive and
non-pressured environment.
r Compare different handprints – big and small and how they
compare to a child’s footprint.
r Encourage children to explore building blocks or constructing
XJUIEJGGFSFOUPCKFDUT VTJOHDPMPVSGVMCMPDLT XPPEPGGDVUT
or objects around the home.
r (JWFDIJMESFOPQQPSUVOJUJFTUPPQFOBOEDMPTFEPPST QPUT
XJUIMJETPSCPYFTBSPVOEUIFIPVTF BOEFODPVSBHFUIFNUP
place objects in and out of these containers.
r Use music and dance to create fun opportunities for children
to develop spatial awareness and positional language.

r Play games together by hiding behind a chair (‘peek-a-boo’) or
hide a toy under a cushion and let the child find it.
r Encourage children’s spatial sense by letting them climb in
BOEPVUPGCPYFT POPSBSPVOEGVSOJUVSFmHPJOHVOEFS 
PWFS BSPVOE UISPVHI JOUPBOEPVUPGEJGGFSFOUUIJOHTUP
experience themselves in space.
r Give children empty plastic food containers or pots and pans
to stack on top of or inside each other.
r -PPLBUCPPLTUPHFUIFSTIPXJOHEJGGFSFOUPCKFDUTBOETIBQFT 
such as ‘Big truck and Little truck.’

The adult
Examples of ways to provide support
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30-48 months
(2½ years to 4 years)

r &OKPZTSFQSFTFOUJOHUIFJSXPSME JODMVEJOHUIFJSCPEZJNBHF 
through drawing.
r Can describe relative position and direction using words such
BTAVQ AEPXO AJOGSPOU AOFYUUP APVUTJEF ACFUXFFO
r Becomes aware of a variety of 2-D and 3-D shapes in their
environment.
r Builds simple puzzles.
r Becomes aware of how things fit together.

Shape and Space

The child
Learning highlights

r 1SPWJEFQMFOUZPGFYQFSJNFOUBM OPODSJUJDBMPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPS
children to draw.
r )FMQDIJMESFOUPCFDPNFNPSFBXBSFPGUIFJSPXOCPEZ 
“Let’s touch your head, it’s at the top, and feet are at the
bottom, and we both have two hands.”
r Use the appropriate directional words with children in
EJGGFSFOUTJUVBUJPOT JODMVEJOHXJUIUIFJSPXOCPEJFT(“Can you
stand in front of the chair?”) and with objects (“Can you pass
me my shoe it’s under the table?”).
r Choose a shape for the day and look for that shape wherever
ZPVHPUPHFUIFS JODMVEFCPUIáBUTIBQFTBOE%TIBQFT 
TVDIBTUSJBOHMFT SFDUBOHMFT DVCFT DZMJOEFSTBOETQIFSFT
r %JTDVTTTIBQFTPVUEPPSTDMPVET áPXFST CVJMEJOHTBOEUSFFT
r Provide different age-appropriate puzzles.
r &ODPVSBHFDIJMESFOUPUBLFBQBSUBOEAàYBQQSPQSJBUFUPZT 
such as ‘fixing’ the wheels of a toy truck.

The adult
Examples of ways to provide support
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42-60+ months
(3½ years to
5+ years)

r Follows directions and can use simple maps to find a location.
r *EFOUJàFTBOEOBNFTNPTUTIBQFT CPUI%BOE% BOE
knows the characteristics of different shapes.
r 3FDPHOJTFTHFPNFUSZJOUIFJSFWFSZEBZXPSMEBTXFMMBTUIF
SFMBUJPOTIJQTCFUXFFOTIBQFT GPSJOTUBODF VTJOHUXPUSJBOHMFT
to make a square or rectangle.
r Completes increasingly complex puzzles.
r Draws and constructs 2-D and 3-D models using a variety of
materials.
r 3FDPHOJTFTUIFDPNNPOGFBUVSFTPGSFHVMBSBOEJSSFHVMBS
shapes.

Shape and Space

The child
Learning highlights

r Organise ‘treasure hunts’ and other games where children
VTFTJNQMFNBQTUPàOEUIJOHT BOEFODPVSBHFDIJMESFOUP
NBLFUIFJSPXONBQT FHPGUIFJSTUSFFUPSQSFTDIPPM
r Continue to encourage children to build puzzles of increasing
complexity.
r -FUDIJMESFOCVJMEXJUICMPDLT MFHP FNQUZCPYFTPSNJML
DBSUPOTBOEDPNCJOF EJWJEFBOEDIBOHFTIBQFT
r Discuss shapes and how they are different (“Boxes have
corners and balls don’t have corners” or “Triangles have three
sides and diamonds have four sides”) using examples in the
everyday environment.
r Look at children’s shadows and talk about them and the ideas
of two-dimensional and three-dimensional.
r Point out irregular shapes (such as triangles with different size
sides and angles) and discuss why they are still triangles.

The adult
Examples of ways to provide support
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r Judges short distances and can adjust their reach to pick
up an object.
r Learns that different objects have different weights
and changes their grasp accordingly.
r 0ODFUIFZDBOXBML XPSLTPVUIPXUPTUFQPSKVNQ
PWFSBTNBMMPCKFDU BOEUBLFTMPOHFSTUFQT
r Explores quantity by filling and emptying containers
with water or sand.

r Thinks that a biscuit broken into pieces is more than
the whole biscuit.
r Understands words that describe different kinds of
NFBTVSFNFOU TVDIBTACJHBOEATNBMM AGBTUBOEATMPX 
‘long’ and ‘short.’
r 8IFOBTLFE DBOQJDLVQPCKFDUTJOPSEFSPGTJ[F GSPN
CJHHFTUUPTNBMMFTU GPSFYBNQMF 
r 6OEFSTUBOETXPSETSFMBUFEUPUJNF TVDIBTAOPX
and ‘later.’

Birth-22 months
(birth to almost
2 years)

18-36 months
(1½ years to 3 years)

Measurement

The child
Learning highlights

r Incorporate measurement words into everyday talk.
r (JWFDIJMESFOPQQPSUVOJUJFTUPOPUJDFQBSUBOEXIPMF CSFBLB
biscuit in half and place it together again.
r 1MBZHBNFTOPUJDJOHEJGGFSFODFTJOTJ[F TVDIBTMPPLJOHGPS
dogs with long or short tails.
r 6TFTUPSJFTUPFNQIBTJTFEJGGFSFOUTJ[FTBOERVBOUJUJFT TVDI
as ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears.’

r Give babies ample opportunities to reach for and grasp a
variety of objects.
r Create opportunities for toddlers to jump over small
objects or off a low step and play jumping games using the
appropriate words such as ‘high’ and ‘low’.
r Encourage children to notice empty and full as they play with
water or sand.

The adult
Examples of ways to provide support
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30-48 months
(2½ years to 4 years)

r 6OEFSTUBOETBOEVTFTDPNQBSBUJWFUFSNTMJLFANPSF 
AMFTT ACJHHFSBOEATMPXFS
r Accurately compares the sizes of two similar objects.
r 6TFTJOGPSNBMXBZTPGNFBTVSJOH GPSFYBNQMF àOHFST 
QFODJMTPSBQJFDFPGTUSJOH UPFOBCMFUIFNUPNFBTVSF 
estimate and compare.
r 4UBSUTUPVTFUFSNTSFMBUJOHUPUJNF TVDIBTAUPNPSSPX
and ‘yesterday.’
r Learns that some activities take longer than others.

Measurement

The child
Learning highlights

r .FBTVSFUPHFUIFSBUIPNFBOENBLFDPNQBSJTPOT FH
NFBTVSFUIFIFJHIUPGGBNJMZNFNCFST VTJOHBIBOEUP
TUBSUXJUI PSBSSBOHFUIFTIPFTJOZPVSGBNJMZJOBSPXGSPN
smallest to biggest.
r Provide different tools for children to measure such as an
FHHUJNFS UJNF CBMBODFT XFJHIU SVMFSTBOEQFODJMT MFOHUI 
r $SFBUFPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSDIJMESFOUPNFBTVSFRVBOUJUJFT FH
by pouring water or sand from a jug into cups.
r &YQMPSFXFJHIUXJUIDIJMESFO FHCZDPNQBSJOHIPXIFBWZB
bag of sugar and a loaf of bread are.
r Encourage children to just take a guess about something – like
who weighs the most – and then check it out for accuracy.
r Talk with children about familiar routines and what happens
at different times of day and night and create a simple chart
together using pictures of the plans for the week ahead.
r Explain terms such as ‘yesterday’ and ‘tomorrow’ by
DPOOFDUJOHUIFNUPFWFOUTJOUIFDIJMETMJGF BOEVTFUIF
names for different days and months.

The adult
Examples of ways to provide support
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42-60+ months
(3½ years to
5+ years)

r 3FDPHOJTFTSFMBUJPOTIJQTCFUXFFOBUUSJCVUFT FHXFJHIUBOE
TJ[F TJ[FBOEWPMVNF
r Begins to use the vocabulary of standard units of measure.
r Becomes aware of routines over longer periods and
VOEFSTUBOETUFSNJOPMPHZSFMBUJOHUPUJNF TVDIBTAFBSMJFS 
AMBUFS AOPX AUPEBZ AUPNPSSPX
r #FDPNFTBXBSFPGUIFXFFL JODMVEJOHUIFOBNFTPGEBZTBOE
IPXUIFXFFLFOEJTEJGGFSFOU BOEDIBOHFTJOUIFTFBTPOT
r Starts to become familiar with the numbers on an analogue
clock and knows that the short and long hands move round it.

Measurement

The child
Learning highlights

r Pose problems and use activities to help children explore the
SFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOEJGGFSFOUBUUSJCVUFTBOEUPEJTDPWFSUIBU 
GPSFYBNQMF UIFTJ[FPGBOPCKFDUJTOPUEJSFDUMZSFMBUFEUPJUT
XFJHIU FHBOJOáBUFECBMMPPONJHIUCFCJHHFSUIBOBTNBMM
rock but it is lighter.
r Cook together and measure how much you use of the
different ingredients.
r Organise your own ‘Olympics’ and measure how far the
children can jump or how far they can throw a ball.
r Compare one activity with another to work out what takes
more time; use an egg-timer for measuring short periods of
time.
r Play games like ‘Who can stand on one foot longer?’
r 3FBEBOEUFMMTUPSJFTUIBUJOWPMWFTFRVFODJOHFWFOUT
r &ODPVSBHFDIJMESFOUPOPUJDFBOBMPHVFDMPDLT FYQMBJOUIF
QVSQPTFPGUIFTIPSUBOEMPOHIBOET BOEJOUSPEVDFUJNF
terms such as ‘12 o’clock’ and ‘half past three.’

The adult
Examples of ways to provide support
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r 4UBSUTVTJOHXSJUUFONBSLT TZNCPMTBOEPCKFDUTUPFYQSFTT
mathematical ideas about groups and to create ‘graphs.’
r Can sort objects based on more than one characteristic.
r $BOESBXDPODMVTJPOTGSPNUIFJSJOGPSNBUJPOHBUIFSJOH FH“My
family’s favourite drink is orange juice.”
r Can present their ideas and observations to others.

r Sorts items into different categories; matches and makes
DPNQBSJTPOTUPBOTXFSRVFTUJPOT FHXIJDIHSPVQIBTUIF
most items.
r Uses appropriate language to describe and compare
different categories.

30-48 months
(2½ years to 4 years)

42-60+ months
(3½ years to
5+ years)

r Uses all senses to differentiate properties and functions of objects.
r $PMMFDUTBOEPSHBOJTFTPCKFDUTUIBUTIBSFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDT TVDIBT
IBSEBOETPGU SFEBOECMVF
r Identifies their clothes or items that belong to them or other
family members.

r &YQMPSFTTIBQFT TJ[F UFYUVSFTBOEXFJHIUTPGPCKFDUTVTJOHBMM
their senses.

Data Collection

18-36 months
(1½ years to 3 years)

Birth-22 months
(birth to almost
2 years)

The child
Learning highlights

r &ODPVSBHFDIJMESFOUPTPSUPCKFDUTJONPSFTPQIJTUJDBUFEXBZT 
based on more than one characteristic.
r Encourage children to keep track of items they may find in nature or
POPVUJOHT UIPVHIESBXJOHT TZNCPMT NBSLFSTPSFBSMZXSJUJOH
r )FMQDIJMESFOUPDSFBUFTJNQMFQJDUPHSBNTPSHSBQITUPSFQSFTFOU
their collections or findings.

r &ODPVSBHFBOEIFMQDIJMESFOUPPSHBOJTFUIFJSDPMMFDUJPOT CZ
creating scrapbooks or special containers with dividers in (egg
boxes can be used to start with).
r Make available an interesting array of items with contrasting
QSPQFSUJFTGPSDIJMESFOUPTPSUBOENBUDI FHCZDPMPVS TJ[F 
XFJHIU UFYUVSF VTFPSBOPUIFSDIBSBDUFSJTUJD
r )FMQDIJMESFOUPEFWFMPQSJDIEFTDSJQUJWFMBOHVBHFUPDPNQBSFBOE
describe their collections.

r Spend time in nature and take advantage of the endless
PQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSEBUBDPMMFDUJPO FHDPMMFDUJOHMFBWFTBOE
DPNQBSJOHTIBQF UFYUVSFBOEDPMPVSPSDPVOUJOHIPXNBOZMFHT
different animals have.
r -FUDIJMESFOIFMQXJUITPSUJOHUBTLT FHTPSUXBTIJOHJOUPQJMFT
UPHFUIFS MPPLJOHGPSDMPUIFTUIBUNBUDI PSTPSUUPZTJOUPCPYFT
together.

r Make a collection of baby-safe objects from around the house in a
AUSFBTVSFCPYGPSCBCJFTUPFYQMPSFmFHBXPPEFOTQPPO TBVDFQBO 
TPGUUPZ QMBTUJDNVH TPDLBOESBUUMF

The adult
Examples of ways to provide support

Chapter  5
Strategies  for    
success
THE PREVIOUS CHAPTERS HAVE set out both a framework for understanding
NBUIFNBUJDTEFWFMPQNFOUJOUIFFBSMZZFBST BOEQSBDUJDBMJEFBTBOEBDUJWJUJFTGPSEFMJWFSJOH
IJHIRVBMJUZUFBDIJOHPGFBSMZNBUIFNBUJDT)PXFWFS GPSTVDIUFBDIJOHUPCFDPNFUIFOPSN 
the policy framework and delivery context must both be appropriate. Policy in this sense
refers to the laws and statutory and non-statutory guidelines that govern early years provision
and ECD occupational qualifications. The delivery context refers to the enabling environment
BOESFTPVSDFT JODMVEJOHFWJEFODFEMFBSOJOHQSPHSBNNFT XIJDIQSPWJEFUIFQSBDUJDBMUPPMTGPS
&$%QSBDUJUJPOFST QBSFOUTBOEDPNNVOJUZXPSLFSTUPFOTVSFUIBUBMMDIJMESFOBSFBCMFUPGVMàM
their potential.
A vital first step is to ensure that the early years curriculum framework in South Africa and
the ECD occupational qualifications contain detailed and rigorous standards and guidance
on how to support the development of early mathematics knowledge and skills in the years
CFGPSFBDIJMETUBSUTTDIPPM5IFQSBDUJDBMJNQBDUPGUIJTJNQSPWFEQPMJDZGSBNFXPSLXJMM 
IPXFWFS EFQFOEFOUJSFMZPOXIFUIFSTVGàDJFOUSFTPVSDFTGPSJNQMFNFOUBUJPOGPMMPXJU5IF
quality of early mathematics learning will not improve consistently and for all children unless
all early years settings are adequately supported and resourced. It is also essential that there is
TUSPOHMFBEFSTIJQOBUJPOBMMZGSPNBTJOHMFMFBEEFQBSUNFOU XIJDIDBOCFIFMEUPBDDPVOUGPS
actual delivery and outcomes.
Early mathematics can be taught through simple and accessible activities but it does require
BEFHSFFPGTQFDJBMJTFEVOEFSTUBOEJOHBOETLJMMT&$%QSBDUJUJPOFST IPNFWJTJUPSTBOE
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community workers cannot therefore simply be encouraged to include early mathematics in
UIFJSQSPHSBNNFTmUIFJSTVDDFTTJOFOTVSJOHUIBUDIJMESFOFOUFS(SBEF3XJUIUIFOFDFTTBSZ
mathematics knowledge-base will depend on both the quality of training and the quality of
teaching and learning resources available to them.
Initial and in-service training should ensure that all ECD practitioners are conversant with best
practice around supporting early mathematics and trained in the teaching methods that have
CFFOTIPXOUPCFNPTUFGGFDUJWF&OHBHJOHBOEBDDFTTJCMFMFBSOJOHQSPHSBNNFT XJUIHVJEBODF
on the different areas and stages of mathematics development alongside practical ideas and
TVHHFTUJPOT FOBCMF&$%QSBDUJUJPOFSTUPTUSVDUVSFUFBDIJOHJOBXBZUIBUDPOUJOVBMMZCVJMETPO
QSJPSLOPXMFEHF4JNQMFNBUFSJBMTmQBQFS QFODJMT SVMFST CMPDLTmDBONBLFBIVHFEJGGFSFODF
to practitioners’ ability to successfully deliver early mathematics learning yet are frequently in
short supply.
*ONBOZDPNNVOJUJFTJO4PVUI"GSJDB QBSFOUTBSFJODMJOFEUPNJOJNJTFUIFJSSPMFJOUIFJSDIJMET
FEVDBUJPOCZBTTVNJOHUIBUQSFTDIPPMBOETDIPPMBSFUIFAQSPQFSQMBDFGPSMFBSOJOH BOEUIBU
UIFZUIFNTFMWFTMBDLUIFSJHIULOPXMFEHFUPQSPWJEFIFMQBOETVQQPSU:FUQBSFOUTBOEDBSFST
have the prime responsibility for creating rich mathematics learning environments in the months
and years immediately after birth. Policies and programmes therefore need to address the
twin challenges of informing and empowering parents in their role as a child’s first teacher
of language and mathematics. Parent classes and workshops can play an important part in
NPUJWBUJOHQBSFOUTUPTVQQPSUFBSMZNBUIFNBUJDTEFWFMPQNFOUJOUIFIPNF CZFRVJQQJOHUIFN
XJUIQSBDUJDBMJOGPSNBUJPO TLJMMTBOEDPOàEFODF BOEOFFEUPCFNVDINPSFXJEFMZBWBJMBCMF
"TJOEJWJEVBMTXPSLJOHEJSFDUMZBMPOHTJEFDIJMESFOEVSJOHBDSVDJBMEFWFMPQNFOUBMQFSJPE 
IPNFWJTJUPSTBOEDPNNVOJUZ TPDJBMBOEIFBMUIXPSLFSTBMMOFFEUPIBWFCFUUFSBDDFTTUP
knowledge and resources about early mathematics development. These professionals often
WJTJUWVMOFSBCMFGBNJMJFTJOUIFJSIPNFT BOEBSFXFMMQMBDFEUPSFJOGPSDFUIFJNQPSUBODFPG
parental involvement in early mathematics learning and to model the practical strategies that
DBONBLFBOZIPNFBGFSUJMFMFBSOJOHFOWJSPONFOU5IFZ MJLF&$%QSBDUJUJPOFST OFFENPSF
specific guidance and practical ideas on supporting mathematics development in the early
ZFBST UBJMPSFEUPUIFIPNFTFUUJOH
5IFTFWBSJPVTMFWFMTPGEFMJWFSZPGBTVDDFTTGVMFBSMZNBUIFNBUJDTTUSBUFHZmHPWFSONFOU &$%
QSPWJEFST DPNNVOJUZBOEIPNFmDBOCFCSPVHIUUPHFUIFSBOEDBQBDJUBUFEUISPVHINPSF
effective sharing of knowledge and skills. Alliances and partnership and networking initiatives
TIPVMECFVTFEUPDPPSEJOBUFSFTFBSDI UPDBQUVSFBOEEJTQFSTFMFBSOJOHBOECFTUQSBDUJDF BOE
to share information and resources.
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Conclusion
There is extensive knowledge and evidence about how mathematics skills are developed
GSPNCJSUI8FOPXOFFEUIFQPMJDZGSBNFXPSL SFTPVSDFTBOESFTPMWFUPVTFUIJTLOPXMFEHF
UPEPUIJOHTEJGGFSFOUMZ JOPSEFSUPBMUFSUIFBDBEFNJDUSBKFDUPSZPGDIJMESFOGSPNIJTUPSJDBMMZ
disadvantaged communities. This will require a committed and collaborative effort between all
UIPTFJOWPMWFEJO&$%TFSWJDFEFMJWFSZmGSPNQPMJDZNBLFST &$%FEVDBUPSTUPDSÍDIFTUBGG
and parents.
$IBOHFBOEJOOPWBUJPOBUUIFQPJOUPGEFMJWFSZCZJOEJWJEVBMQSPWJEFSTJTJNQPSUBOU CVU
it is essential that best practice and evidence-based approaches are much more widely
VOEFSTUPPEBOEFNCSBDFE*O4PVUI"GSJDB UIFSFBSFQMFOUZPGFYBNQMFTPGHPPEQSBDUJDF
BUQSPHSBNNBUJDMFWFM EFMJWFSFECZTUBUF OPOQSPàUBOEDPNNVOJUZQSPWJEFST#VUUIFTF
FYBNQMFTUFOEUPCFTDBUUFSFE UIFFYDFQUJPOSBUIFSUIBOUIFOPSN BOEVOUJMUIFZBSF
NBJOTUSFBNFEUISPVHIPVU&$%QSPWJTJPO NBOZDIJMESFOXJMMDPOUJOVFUPMPTFPVUPO
RVBMJUZMFBSOJOHBOETVQQPSU'VSUIFSNPSF VOMFTTNBUIFNBUJDTEFWFMPQNFOUJTQBSUPGDPSF
QSPHSBNNFTGPS&$%QSBDUJUJPOFST IPNFWJTJUPSTBOEQBSFOUT JOUFSWFOUJPOTUPTVQQPSU
mathematics at school level will meet with only limited success among children who missed
out on crucial development in their formative years.
*OUIFNFBOUJNF TNBMMCVUTJHOJàDBOUBEWBODFTJOIPNFMFBSOJOHFOWJSPONFOUT QSFTDIPPM
provision and community programmes will continue to reap big rewards in terms of
mathematics development and make a profound difference to the futures of young learners.
8FIPQFUIBUUIJTSFQPSUXJMMQSPWJEF&$%USBJOFST QSPWJEFSTBOEQSPGFTTJPOBMT BTXFMMBT
QBSFOUTBOEIPNFWJTJUPST XJUIUIFHVJEBODF QSBDUJDBMJEFBTBOENPUJWBUJPOUPCFQBSUPGUIJT
transformative effort.
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